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world. . . . Our foreign policy is the application to international
problems of the realist and constructive thought of Marshal
Pilsudski." The first concrete solution to emerge was a trade
agreement, signed at Warsaw on March 7, which brought to an
end the Customs war that had gone on between the two countries
since June 1925. The agreement was not a full commercial
treaty—that was to come later—but a protocol doing away with
the restrictions and prohibitions both States had put in force
during the struggle, and thus freeing their trade and commerce
from the fetters which had prevented their free play. Poland
obtained the right of free transit for her merchandise in German
territory and through the Kiel Canal, while Germany was made
equally free of Gdynia and Danzig. It was believed in Warsaw
that the effect of the protocol would be an increase of about
30 per cent in the trade between the two countries. A thing
that issued from the pact well illustrated its spirit; this was
an  agreement for  the  discontinuance  of hostile  propaganda
which had been such a pronounced feature of the frontiers,
and its replacement by news and views which would contribute
to a better understanding and good will. On February 27 the
German and Polish official telegraph agencies published a state-
ment to that effect and endorsed by the chiefs of the Press Bureaux
of the German and Polish Ministries of Foreign Affairs. It was
certainly the case that hostile propaganda virtually ceased after-
wards—it had already been dying out, and now became very
rare whether in Germany or Poland; this was not remarkable
as regarded Germany, as her Press was Government-controlled,
but was significant in Poland where the Press was practically
free. Still, neither the pact nor other agreements could quite
undo the past, as was most evident in the economic sphere.
During the Customs war Poland had entered into  a number
of commercial treaties with foreign countries on the most-favoured-
nation basis, and these of course remained in force. Besides,
the shifting of the axis of her trade and commerce north-south
instead of east-west was bound to make a great difference to
Germany. Poland had been successful in finding markets outside
Gennany, yet the-latter had remained her biggest customer,

